
What are the facts?

The “Israel lobby.” There are indeed those who claim
that Israel is a liability, a burden to our country. Professors
from prestigious universities write essays in which they
aver that the United States is in thrall to the “Israel lobby.”
This lobby is said to pull the strings of American policy. Its
supposed main promoters are AIPAC (American Israel
Public Affairs Committee) and the so-called “neo-cons,”
some of whom are indeed Jewish. They are said to exert an
almost magical spell over policy
makers, including the leaders of
Congress and the President.
Some even say that the Iraq war
was promoted by this omnipotent
“Israel lobby,” that the President
was flummoxed into declaring
war on Saddam Hussein, not in
order to defend the United States or to promote its
interests, but in order to further the interests of Israel. 
Israel is indeed a major recipient of U.S. aid. Israel

receives yearly $3.0 billion, all of it in military aid – nothing
in economic aid. 75% of this military aid must be spent
with U.S. military contractors, making Israel a very large
customer of those companies. 
America’s staunchest ally. A good case can be made that

aid to Israel, all of it military, should be part of the United
States defense budget, rather than of the aid budget
because Israel is, next only perhaps to Britain, by far the
most important ally of the United States. Virtually without
exception, Israel’s government and its people agree with
and support the foreign policy objectives of the United
States. In the United Nations, Israel’s votes coincide with
those of the United States over 90% of the time. The Arabs
and other Moslem countries, virtually all of them recipients
of American largess, almost reflexively vote against the
United States in most instances.

Israel is the major strategic asset of the United States in
an area of the world that is the cradle of Islamo-fascism,
which is dominated by tyrants and permeated by religious
obscurantism and shows almost total disregard for human
rights. During the decades-long Cold War, Israel was
America’s indispensable rampart against the inroads of the
Soviet Union. It is now the bulwark against the aggressive
intentions of Iran. During Desert Storm, Israel provided
invaluable intelligence, an umbrella of air cover for

military cargo, and had personnel
planted in the Iraqi deserts to pick
up downed American pilots. 
Gen. George Keagan, former

head of U.S. Air Force Intelligence,
stated publicly that “Israel is worth
five CIAs,” with regard to
intelligence passed to our country.

He also stated that the yearly $3.0 billion that Israel
received in military assistance was worth $50 to $60 billion
in intelligence, R&D savings, and Soviet weapons systems
captured and transferred to the Pentagon. In contrast to
our commitments in Korea, Japan, Germany, and other
parts, not a single American serviceperson needs to be
stationed in Israel. Considering that the cost of one
serviceperson per year – including backup and
infrastructure – is estimated to be about $200,000, and
assuming a minimum contingent of 25,000 troops, the cost
savings to the United States on that score alone is on the
order of $5 billion a year.
Israel effectively secures NATO’s southeastern flank. Its

superb harbor, its outstanding military installations, the air
and sea lift capabilities, and the trained manpower to
maintain sophisticated equipment are readily at hand in
Israel. It is the only country that makes itself available to
the United States in any contingency. Yes, Israel is not a
burden, but a tremendous asset to the United States.
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You deserve a factual look at . . .

Israel and the United States
Is Israel an asset or a burden to our country?

The United States is without question Israel’s most important ally. Also, without question, Israel is the staunchest and most
reliable friend of the United States. But there are some who believe and vigorously advocate that Israel is a burden to the
United States and that, were it not for Israel, peace would prevail in the Middle East. 

Israel is indeed America’s unsinkable aircraft carrier in the Middle East and the indispensable defender of America’s
interests in that area of the world. The people of the United States, individually and through their Congressional
representatives, overwhelmingly support Israel in its seemingly unending fight against Arab aggression and Muslim terror.
But that support is not only based on the great strategic value that Israel represents to the United States. It is and always
has been based on shared values of liberty, democracy, and human rights. America and Israel are aligned by their shared
love of peace and democracy. Israel and the United States stand together in their fight against Islamo-fascist terrorism.
These shared values, these common ideals, will bind Israel and the United States forever.
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“Israel and the United States stand
together in their fight against Islamo-

fascist terrorism. These shared values will
bind Israel and the United States forever.”


